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- noun

a detailed analysis and assessment of something; 
method of detailed and systematic study

- verb

evaluate (a theory or practice) in a detailed and 
analytical way.

What is critique?



Cultures

Cycles

Critique

4C’s 



Cultures
"The most important aspect of being in an 
innovative environment is not being afraid to fail."

                                                        - Shanna Tellerman



Authentic Audience
When a student has an authentic audience for 
sharing and critique, their learning breaks free of 
isolation and becomes centered around the 
community and its support.



Embed Worth
Students must be...
● empowered that what they will create matters
● made aware that they have a message worth sharing
● given confidence that they have a voice merited of hearing
● introduced to a learning cycle that values exhibition
● connected to others who are sincerely interested in helping 

        them with their product

● willing to seek growth by way of critique

Step
 

One.

If this is in place, students will be...



Cycles 
An educator today, someone representing the 
profession, needs to think deeply and intentionally 
about how to model the learning process as an 
adult, nurture their own learning network, and how 
to fail with style.                         - Marie Alcock



Embrace Your 
Learning Cycle
The cycle must be...
● taught as core academic vocabulary and philosophy
● infused with places to reflect
● teacher AND student driven 

● willing to seek growth by way of critique

Step
 

Two.

If this is in place, students will be...



INQUIRY 

CYCLE 



SCIENTIFIC 

METHOD



RESEARCH PROCESS 



WRITING 

PROCESS 



DESIGN 

THINKING



Critique
Thoughtful, constructive criticism takes time, 

but it’s why creativity ultimately requires 
thoughtful consuming. -John Spencer



Glorify Feedback
Seek pathways to…

● teach critique language and questioning approaches
● balance self, peer, teacher, and expert feedback
● maintain grit and perseverance 

● willing to seek growth by way of critique

Step
 

Thre
e.

If this is in place, students will be...



Routine Self-Critique



Develop Support Driven Communication



  Reinforcement through Environment



Build the Ability to Self-Correct 

Using Google Classroom



The Push for Excellence

Title: Unnerving but Peaceful

During the night I sat up with a start after hearing a tremendous banging. My heart started 
beating faster under the fierce (but  breathtakingly quick) assault of noise. I groped 
around blindly and finally laid my hands on the small red flashlight next to me. A brighter 
beam of light shone outside the hall, so I instantly switched my flashlight off. My mother 
and I slowly opened the playroom window and saw the neighbor's old fence had fallen into 
the yard. But peering out the front door we saw our tree down. At first it was blurred in the 
light we shined at it, but gradually (with much squinting involved) I saw the whole scene. 
The mailbox was crippled and the tree's previous trunk looked somehow haunted. It 
sat there like a jagged spire poking up through the night. Somehow a flower I 
adored had stayed intact and that brought the first taste of calm. Then I noticed that 
the whole world around me was like a flame and it had been blown out, snuffed. Then the 
calm went whirling, swirling through me and left me feeling as if I had no care in the 
world.  



Audience Perspective Critique

Using Google Docs



              Critique with a Model



Question Critique



Conventions Critique



Celebration Critique



Group

Critique



Feedback

Codes



Student Questions



Critique.

C-  Compliment. Offer a sincerely positive comment.

R- Review. State what you see as the purpose and tone.

I- Inquire. Ask three questions to help focus revision.

T- THINK first before speaking! 

I-  Initiate Change. Work together to address one revision.

Q- Question. Is the new product authentic to the author?

U- Use the rubric to suggest one area for next steps.

E- End with GRATITUDE. Sincerely thank your partner.

Remember, final editing is NOT your focus right now!



Accurate & Confident 

Curation



          Paired Self/Teacher Critique



Accurate & Confident Curation

Using Google Slides



Accurate & Confident Curation



Tools for Critique 

Classroom:
Now that Classrooms 
are open to users 
outside a school’s 
domain, invite 
students from other 
schools to join your 
Classroom so they 
connect with your 
students, view 
student work, and 
provide feedback on 
joint projects.

Docs, Sheets, Slides: 
Students can share 
their project Docs, 
Sheets, and Slides 
with experts in their 
field who can provide 
suggestions and 
comments in real 
time for student 
work. Teachers can 
see in the comments 
section specific 
feedback that has 
been applied and 
resolved by the 
student. 

Forms: Students can 
construct their own 
Forms to share with 
the community to 
collect data about 
guidance for 
problems and ideas. 
They can use Sheets 
to see patterns and 
organize project 
plans moving 
forward based on the 
responses. 

Sites: Students can 
create Sites to curate 
and showcase their 
portfolio of project 
work that may 
include embedded 
Docs, Photos, Videos, 
Sheets, and Slides in 
order to share with 
harder to reach 
audiences. Students 
can have reviewers 
provide critique with 
embedded Google 
Forms directly on the 
Site.

Hangouts: Students 
can connect with 
others in the 
community and 
globally on Hangouts 
in order to screen 
share to show work 
or discuss live 
projects and 
progress.



Expert Critique

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_35gjAmaAHuRnJ3NjNtamJ1ZlU/preview


Expert Critique

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_35gjAmaAHuNTRWc2FTcWt4SGs/preview


Prototyping after Critique

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B3eaTpeGpDZ6c3J2RGlZR2VTOHc/preview


Social Media Critique

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_35gjAmaAHuM2Nza0lycEdzS28/preview


Social Media Critique



Critique in the Field



Critique in the Field



4 C’s
Communication

Collaboration

Creativity

Critical Thinking











Critique from an audience creates a 
culture within a classroom and school that 
emphasizes that learning is never 
perfected or finished, but always a journey 
of growth.

Final Thoughts




